


A specialised offering for creative design within retail environments 

Generating ideas and concepts which are dedicated, brand focused and 
retailer specific.

Beautifully crafted visuals and inspirational moodboards. 

INTRO



3D rendered visualtisaion 
in 3d Studio Max

Presentation boards 
using adobe InDesign

Conceptual graphics using Adobe 
Illustrator and Photoshop



PORTFOLIO



MAX FACTOR CONCEPTUL FSDU & HOTSPOT



CONCEPTUAL WINDOW DESIGN & VISUALISATION



SEASONAL SUPERMARKET CONCEPTS 



SPORTS STORE RETAIL CONCEPTS



CASE STUDIES



LANCÔME

A concept for a site within 
Debenhams to display and sell 
female fragrances based on a 
theme around an enchanted 

winter garden

CHRISTMAS 2017
PURPLE ENCHANTED GARDEN



BRIEF SUMMARY

7 female fragrances
Link selling beauty with fragrances 

Purple, Frosted White, Enchanted Forest, 
Cinderella, Fairy Tail



Enchanted garden, winter wonderland,
sparkly snow, crystals, winter flowers, 

magical, mysterious, atmospheric

INSPIRATION IMAGES

MATERIAL FINISHES
& TEXTURES

battery powered candles
tall flower vases gives 
impact above eye level

background 
winter scene

table top or 
floor finish

purple glitter 
instead



Based around the inspirational images, 
the site layout and props - initial scamps 

and sketches

SKETCHES & IDEAS



A display area within the head 
office at Vans to showcase the 

new range of clothing and 
products to its employees. 

VANS
HOUSE OF VANS 



BRIEF SUMMARY

2 concepts - elevated & sketch 
Display of clothing and accessories

Site dimensions
Budget and installation constraints

 

new product range



elevated hanging clothing

chipboard textures

colours to mimic 
spotlight



creative space

contrast flooring

urban
imagery

updateable
visuals

raw textures



Based around the inspirational images, 
the site layout and props - initial scamps 

and sketches

SKETCHES & IDEAS



Boutique store to give the 
customer full brand experience with 
opportunities to educate, navigate 

and explore the product range

BELLÁ PIERRE
COSMETICS BOUTIQUE







Emphasis on customer experience, 
nod to LA, use of social media, scalability, 

shape-shifting spaces

BRIEF SUMMARY

bold textures and 
colours for graphics

gold or brass finish 
fittings 

wall shelving

secret storage

social media 
call to action

dark walnut textures 

central
play bar



WIP renders



Graphical communication

interactive screens

social media icon

selfie back drop



THANK YOU




